
Dear Vienna Newsletter Subscriber,

Today we’re celebrating the human voice!

NEW: SYNCHRON-ized Voices

The human voice as an instrument, both as a solo voice or as a choir, offers a wealth of

timbres and nuances that create deep emotions. These new Collections bring the

performances of our acclaimed VI Series Voices to the powerful capabilities of the Vienna

Synchron Player for even more authenticity, usability, and flexibility.

The Collections SYNCHRON-ized Vienna Choir, SYNCHRON-ized Soprano Choir,

SYNCHRON-ized Solo Voices and SYNCHRON-ized Whistler are available individually

or together in the SYNCHRON-ized Voices Bundle, now at reduced introductory prices!

More details

HERE

Up to 36% Off SYNCHRON-ized Libraries

We’re celebrating the release of Vienna MIR Pro 3D with a special offer on all

SYNCHRON-ized Libraries that were recorded in the tight and controlled ambience of our

second studio, the Silent Stage. Get different sizes of string sections, brass and

woodwind solo instruments and ensembles, special keyboards and more, and place

them in any virtual environment you can imagine!

Our all-in-one packages SYNCHRON-ized Special Editions are available at special

prices, too! Get all the orchestral colors in 9 Volumes, from the essential articulations

and instruments of Volume 1 to various string section sizes, special winds, choir, historic

instruments and so much more. Welcome to orchestration heaven!

More details

HERE

Vienna MIR Pro 3D

Have you already tested our brand-new holistic mixing and reverberation engine?

With Vienna MIR Pro 3D simply drag and drop all kinds of virtual players on the desired

position in a room to create a homogenous mix as if you recorded all of them together!

Choose from a variety of different venues and get one MIR 3D RoomPack of your

choice for free when you order Vienna MIR Pro 3D or Vienna MIR Pro 3D (24).

Discover Vienna MIR Pro 3D

HERE

Best wishes from Vienna,

Your Vienna Symphonic Library Team
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